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It should have been no surprise to any of us that we got the bounce we expected today as the the weight of the 

evidence presented in the weekend update clearly and strongly favored a ralief rally. Trapped longs have now the 

opportunity to sell for a smaller loss, or even make good profits if you bought on Friday 😊. The S&P500 launced 

itself already in the ideal target zone of SPX2457-2478. However, please remember that in 4th waves pretty much 

anything is possible and this b-wave can easily extend higher. Price has already become overbought on the hourly 

RSI5 and resistance is now at the grey descending trendline. Ideally I prefer to see this b-wave take a bit longer, with 

more starts and stops. So far the advance is not yet a clear abc, hence I expect a minute b-wave (within the larger 

currently ongoing minor b-wave) soon. If correct, then it should bring price back down to SPX2455-2445 before 

minute wave-c of larger ongoing minor wave-b takes hold. Alternatively all of minor-b is already complete, but the 

only way to be certain about this is a drop below SPX2438. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart. Minor-b of intermediate-a of major-4 underway preferred count. Minor-a at SPX2438 
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Today the S&P500 gapped up and back into the green uptrend channel as well as back above the 50d SMA: 2-0 for 

the Bulls. But, price was unable to surpase the 20d SMA and unable to close above the dotted orange long term 

trend channel: 2-2 for the Bears. In addition, the A.I. did not give a buy signal, not even a non-ideal one, as the 3rd 

(purple) TI that comprises the A.I. did not turn back up. Only the black and red did. 2-3 for the Bears. The RSI5 is back 

above neutral, but the MACD is flat and the MFI14 is still pointing down. Thus, albeit a nice rally hitherto, no buy 

signals yet. 3-5 for the Bears. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: Price back in an uptrend but still below 20d SMA. No A.I. buy signal. 
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Regarding the A.I.; the COMPQ (and NDX) and RUSSELL2000 gave all 3 non-ideal buy signals. However, like the 

S&P500, the DOW JONES, WLSH5000 and NYA’s A.I. are all 3 still on a sell. This gives me pause to the notion a new 

rally to new ATHs has started.  

The daily chart of the DOW JONES below shows thepossible count with either micro-5 or already minute-v underway. 

Hence, and yes a new ATH on the DOW JONES would not look bad. Certainly doesn’t mean the S&P500 and NASDAQ 

will do the same, as these three indices all have been in differerent counts over the past weeks and there is no 

evidence to belief that has changed.  

Figure 3. NASDAQ: non-ideal A.I. buy signals.                         DOW JONES: no A.I. buy signal (yet).  
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As expected, market breadth shot up today, but still ended negative. he SPX-SI (summation index of the S&P500’s 

McClellan Oscilator (MO)) remains therefore on a sell. Figure 4A. Although I prefer only a bounce I wanted to bring 

the NYMO-VIX-SPX buy indicator back to your attention as the NYMO and SPX gave a buy (both closed back inside 

their lower Bollinger bands), the VIX completed step 2 of 3 by closing back inside it’s upper Bollinger band (see Figure 

4B). Tommorrow it needs to close below today’s close to complete step 3-of-3 and therewith seal the deal for a “buy 

the SPX signal”.  

Figure 4. A) SPX-SI remains on a sell. B) NYMO-VIX-SPX buy indicator: 2 out of 3. 
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In conclusion: The preferred count has a b-wave bounce underway to SPX2457-2478, which should be to no 

surprise as I already mentioned that would happen in last Thursday’s update: “Short term a bounce (b-wave) 

seems to be in order once the 5-waves up have completed. Ideally to SPX2459-2476. We’ll re-assess after that, but 

ideally I’d like to see minor-c of intermediate-a down to SPX2400.”  

Although the NYMO-VIX-SPX indicator is only 1 step away of triggering a “buy the SPX” signal, my A.I. buy/sell 

indicator only turned to a non-ideal buy for the NASDAQ and NDX. The S&P500, DOW JONES, WLSH5000 and NYA 

all four remain on a sell. Although further upside can therefore not be excluded; I remain cautious about the 

current rally as the daily chart for the S&P500 is still 3 to 5 in favor of the Bears, until proven otherwise.  

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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